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Hash-ADC system using programmable gate arrays.
readout ol the l22S8 pads of the detector. Trigger decisions are generated from a rapid
tailed information concerning shower developement is obtained from zero-suppressed
azimuthal acceptance for Bhabha scattering over polar angles from 24 to 58 mrad. De
LEP § O.l % is described. The detector uses homogeneous construction to give full
calorimeter built to achieve an experimental luminosity measurement precision at

The design, construction and performance of a silicon-tungsten electromagnetic
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wen by considering the change in the measured cross-section due to a displacement) of the inner OCR Output
The importance of the knowledge of the absolute position of the radial acceptance limit can be

IP : 0,,,,,, —+ I?,,,,,, and 0,,,,,,. —> I?,,,,,,.

where the polar angular bounds can be defined as radial limits at a defined :—distance from the
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which integrated over the acceptance gives:
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cross—section is simply:
by the error in the acceptance at the lower 9 bound. At small angles the lowest order QED Bhabha
efficiencies are under control, the limiting source of systematic error in the measurement is given
with respect to the scale of the distance to the detectors. thus once the background and detection
.~\t LEP the size of the luminous region is small (0,, 2 0.14mm, 0,, 2 0.003mm. and oz 2 Tmm)

1.1 Design considerations

design, construction and performance.
The analysis of the first two month`s running is reported in In this article we describe their
September 1992, the SICAL calorimeters gave reliable luminosity measurements from the start.
covering the polar angular regions down to 24 mrad. Installed in a two week LEP shutdown in
of LCAL, near ;k2.5m from the interaction point (IP). with very compact luminosity monitors
of LEP operation made it possible to replace the small-angle tracker (SATB) modules in front
reduction of the beam vacuum—pipe outer diameter from 15.6 cm to 10.9 cm for the second year
sufhcient to reach 0.37 to 0.49% (2, and provided a basis for a more precise measurement. The
tion luminosity calorimeter (LCAL) covering 45 to 190 mrad with lead-proportional chambers. was
experimental precision of the ALEPH experimentls [1) luminosity measurement. The first genera

After the first round of electroweak measurements at LEP, a goal of 0.1% was fixed for the

a further advantage of reducing the statistical uncertainty of the reference measurement.
largely described by quantum electrodynamics (QED). The large cross—section at low angles gives
where the Bhabha rates are dominated by small values of four-momentum transfer and therefore
for such a reference. however. the effect can be limited by restricting the acceptance to low angles
species. as well as the Z parameters. The electroweak process Z —> e+ F creates an interference
resonance cross sections. which are essential for the determination ofthe number of light neutrino
the reference reaction. At LEP energies this technique is used in precision measurements of the Z
in a colliding-beam detector are then determined with respect to the absolute luminosity given by
the Bhabha cross section integrated over the acceptance. The cross sections for processes studied
the absolute luminosity of the colliding beams. found by dividing the number of monitor events by
experiments. The rate of such events detected in specially designed monitors is used to measure
Bhabha scattering (e+ e' —> e+ e') has been generally 11sed as the reference reaction in e+ e`

1 Introduction



mation. .·\ 0—padwidth of 11.25° with each subsequent layer shifted in azimuth by 1/3 of OCR Output
.\n acoplauarity selection to remove Off`·I]l()lI1t‘l1illI1l background requires azimuthal infor

energy sharing decisions at the fiducial boundaries.
ofthe total energy lies within a cylinder of radius Ri;. Such a pad size is also optimized for
radius (Ri, 2: 10mm for the material considered) are sufficient for this. since typically 90%
transverse distribution away from the detector`s edges. Radial padwiths near half the Moliere
linderstanding of various systematic effects requires good definition of the showers radial

than 1 to 2%.

achieved for high density samplers, provided the pad to pad response uniformity is better
the energy sharing between adjacent pads at a boundary to define the cuts, this can be
defined pad boundaries of silicon detectors permit this. Using the technique of comparing
Precision on the absolute radial fiducial limits of better than 30pm is needed. The well

space and energy resolution requirements.
average radiation length of 5.2m.m (compared with 3.5mm in pure W). This satisfies both
Tungsten as a showering material, with twelve samplings using silicon detectors, gives an
Pull containment of 45 GeV electromagnetic showers requires 24 radiation lengths (X0).

requirements :

and the experience in ALEPH with the previous luminosity calorimeter defined the essential design
These considerations, the space available after the removal of the 17 cm long SATR modules,

combined with the acoplanarity rejection.
resolution better than 40%/\/F is sufiicient to separate them from the luminosity events when
at the Z resonance. whereas the mean accepted Bhabha e" or e+ energy is 44.9 Ge\’. .»\n energy
the ca.lorimeter`s acceptance is typically (1992, 1993) peaked between 20 and 25 GeV when running
criterium to separate them from the Bhabha events. Furthermore. their energy spectrum within
of off—momentum beam particles. The acoplar1arity_of most of these coincidences is an efficient

The principal source of background to Bhabha scattering at LEP is the accidental coincidence

the rate ofthe process is calculable and low (0.016%) with respect to Bhabha scattering.
background coming from the production of two (or three) hard photons (el' e‘—>·y·y(y))_ but
tions in the beam—pipe produce showers which can be well measured. ;\ calorimeter is sensitive to
showers). Although electrons, positrons and fs are undistinguishable, their secondary interac
usually deposits two back-to-back showers (radiative Bhabha events may produce three or more
magnetic calorimeter solves this problem (see ref. [3]). ln such a detector a Bhabha scattering
54% of a radiation length before entering the luminosity monitor. Nleasurenierit with an electro
mised by interactions in the beam vacuum-pipe wall. .-Xt 28 mrad in .·\ LEPH an electron traverses

The measurement of a scattered e‘ or e+ in a colliding-beam experiment is potentially compro

be considerably larger than this value.
fundamental to the mechanical design. Radial resolution of an individual electron`s impact may
the rarlial hounrl to within $30,um at the distances of SICAL from the IP. This requirement is
which implies that a rlesirecl Overall precision 0{ 0.1% requires control ol the absolute value of
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radial acceptance bound:



any 3 pads on the crystal. OCR Output
production specifications required dark current.s less than 20 nA/pad and/or less than 100 n.~\ for
The dark currents. measured for the final detectors. are typically less than 5 n.·\ per pad. where
detector capacitance (',{,,. shown in Figure 1. varies linearly with padsize from 25 pF to 55 pF.
reverse—liiased. typirally 35 \'. to fully deplete the silicon bulk. as shown in Figure Il. l)epleted
Il00nm of aluminium allowing connection ofthe polarization voltage. The detectors are sufficiently
allow l)(` readout of the pads. The noninjecting nn} ohmic side (P’“ doped) is overlayed with
over the surface. followed by T00nm of aluminium over the pads; metallized passages in the Sit)?
ring spacing ensures no dead zones when the detector is fully depleted. A Hit); layer is deposited
the photolithography assures a pad reproducibility within i2;lm. A l00;im inter—pad and guard
pads and external guard ring were implanted (BH) on the rectifying p+n junction side. where

The PIPS detectors are classical diodes. using high resistivity (2 Tlvflcm) iz-type silicon. The

cut.

between the cut and the guard ring. Low fabrication yields (2 60%) were associated with this
approach the beam—pipe. the inner edge of the sector is cut circularly with a laser. allowing 600,am
wide guard ring. The flatness of the sectors was required to be within iS;im/10cm. In order to
divided into 2 >< 16 pads with effective dimensions of 5.225m.m >< 11.25°. surrounded by a 100nm.
33.T2crn2 sectors (22.5° wide) are cut from 10 cm diameter wafers. shown in Figure 2. They are
planar silicon (PIPS) 300pm thick detectors manufactured by Canberra Semiconductors The
The 1.3m2 active area required for the two calorimeters is covered using 384 passlvated implanted

2 Silicon detectors

mechanical precision of the assembled calorimeter is discussed in section #1.
the output data. Altogether 12 228 channels are equipped for the two full calorimeters. The
at the backplane of each half—module regroups command signals, distributes voltages. and routes
described in section 3. The charge amplifiers are described in section 5.1. A motherboard installed
minimodules. consisting of an instrumented silicon layer sandwiched between two tungsten plates.
be divided into two halves (right/left). Each half-calorimeter is stacked using 12 nearly identical
tectors. described below. Assembly around the beam vacuum-pipe requires that each calorimeter
region from 24 to 58 mrad. Altogether twelve layers of tungsten alternate with layers of silicon de
radii of 6.0 (6.1) and 11.6 (14.5) cm. respectively: the active volume subtends the polar angular
shows a section view of one of the calorimeters. The calorimeters have inner and outer (active)
ters which surround the beam pipe at approximately z : ;1;2.5m on either side of the [P. Figure 1
The luminosity monitor consists of two homogeneous cylindrical silicon—t ungsten sampling calorime

1.2 General layout

dependent triggering on "odd`” and "even" layer energy sums gives a cross—check.
Xleasurement of trigger efficiency is required for an absolute-luminosity determination. ln

ofthe [P and alternating them on a event by event basis.
heam—detector ofisets can be removed by using asymmetric radial acceptances on either side
p1‘0j<¤ctiv<= cracks. avoids any systematic errors from azimuthal cuts. First order cfii”ects From
a padwirlth (3.T5°) is adequate {01* this purpose. .~\ full 2rr azimuthal accepLancc·, without



held in a slot macliined in the plate (edge precision is obtained by molding). OCR Output
unit`s ceramic support is referenced with a Jl mm diameter precision pin (Bpm hole tolerance) and
precision holes allow the (i-ll) plate to slide onto support rods at the stacking stage. lfach (.`lCSll{.·\
The material was chosen for its thermal and hydroscopic properties Two 16.5 mm diameter
silicon detectors. The dimensional stability of the G—lO plate is critical to the overall precision.
plate. which serves both to hold the entire assembly on the support rods as well as to locate the

The rear \\` plate of a minimodule. 3.8 mm thick. is bonded to an epoxy-fiberglass "G—lO"

at thejunction of two plates. as shown in Fig. T.
angled cut of I$6° with respect to the surface. This ensures that there is no projective discontinuity
desired unformity and tlatness. The \\' pla.tes. machined as full disks. are cut in two halves with an
with a resulting density of 18.9Sg/cnf}. This choice simplified the machining of the plates to the

.»\n alloy was used for the tungsten radiators (ll: 97.0% \V. 1.6% Ni. 0.87 Fe and t).6‘Z ("u.

and to improve the cb resolution.
because of the successive azimuthal offsets (+3.i`5°, O°, and -—3.75°) used to avoid aligned cracks
gap between the W plates is limited to 2.33 mm. as shown in Figure 6. Minimodules differ only
thickness is the same. ln order to ensure the highest possible detector density. the instrumented
An additional W plate is bonded onto the front face of the first minimodule so that its sampling
a thin (front) and a thick (rear) tungsten radiator, giving a radiation sampling length of l.95.\'0.
Each of the l2 minimodules forming a half·calorimeter sandwich eight silicon detectors between

sembly

3 W-Si-W minimodule construction and calorimeter as

via a connector. Mechanical and electrical tests are performed before mounting the (TESll{.~\ unit.
with accelerated aging methods. The liapton circuit is attached to the front-end electronics card
the metallized pads. shown in Figure 5. The reliability of this contact was tested on prototypes
pads on the crystal. Second. a Ag-loaded epoxy is used to bond the liapton readout circuit onto
(consistent with the measurement precision) between a positioning hole in the ceramic and the
requires 2 hours at l20°(i`. Optical measurements after curing give a radial precision of 9,um r.m.s.
is used to align the silicon detector with the help of a video—microscope. Curing of the assembly
thick gold-plated ceramic support. .~\ ceramic jig. with a similar thermal expansion coefficient.
loaded conductive epoxy [8] is used to bond the ohmic side of the silicon detector on to the 635pm
Kapton readout circuits to form ceramic -l- silicon + Kapton (C`ESll{.·\) sub—assemblies. First. Ag
section). The silicon and ceramic wedges are equipped with 180,um thick double—sided printed
supports which position them around the half disk of each mini-module (discussed in the next

CESIKA detector sub-assemblies. The individual silicon detectors are mounted on ceramic

bonded to the detector p—side.
lines and the pads. The adopted solution described below uses printed circuits on a kapton foil
between pads via the lines. and channel failures due to the fragility of contacts between readout
ties with unstable operation due to coupling between read—out lines and the guard ring. cross—talk
developed prototypes [T. fil). The &pp1`OZiClt was al)2i.H<lOHed because of project delays after difficul
readout lines deposited over a. 5,um thick polyamide insulator covering the pads (two companies
was initally explored. Prototype 300imz thick crystals were prepared with D(i` coupled aluminium

ln order to obtain the thinnest possible silicon detector units. a front—surface readout approach



the calorimeters along the beam direction. in particular. with the turn—on of the 1.5 Tesla magnetic OCR Output
groups are installed between the TP(r` and the leg supporting the Sl(`.·\ L to monitor movements of
data taking; the maximum drift during a year`s data taking was less than Ninn. .·\dditional LED
of Sinn. calibration uncertainty included. The separations are continously monitored during the
is measured by l groups of light emitting diodes (LED) and photodiode receivers. giving a precision
.r and y. and ;l;0.5nzm in : (along the beam axis). The relative separation between half-calorimeters
Once installed. a geometrical survey gives the absolute position of each module within ;h0.2mm in

4 Mechanical stability and precision

are then slid into position on either side of the vacuum-pipe.
thick lead tube placed around the beam-pipe before closing the modules. The half-calorimeters
are protected against synchrotron radiation coming through the vacuum-pipe wall by a 2 mm
ALEPH central detector (TPC) support legs, orthogonal to the beam-axis. The silicon detectors

The calorimeters are supported on 30mm diameter horizontal stainless steel rods fixed to the

and ensures the same back—scattered component of the shower sampling as seen by the other layers.
located after the final silicon sampling layer protects the detector from rear entering soft gammas
mounted on the 8 mm thick aluminium rear plane of the calorimeter. The last W—plate, which is
11oise generated by other ALEPH sub-detectors. The motherboard and auxilary electronics are
calorimeter case, which when closed acts as a Faraday cage to isolate the detector from possible
tolerance of the fit on the rods is 10pm. The support rods are maintained parallel by the aluminium
stainless steel support rods, located 10 cm from the tungsten outer edge, see Figure 8. The

The calorimeter is assembled by stacking the minimodules together on the 16.5 mm diameter

and aluminium plates.
The two plates of the equipped minimodule are screwed together around the edge via the G-10

(PT100) probe is positioned on the central W-plate of each half—calorin1eter.
This plate is also used to make thermal contact with the water-cooling system. A platinium
temperature probes are placed on the front aluminium-\V plate near selected pre—amplilier chips.
to 0.5 mm in the region of the W) with which it is held on the support rods. Silicon PTC

The front W plate of a minimodule. 3 mm thick, is bonded to a thin aluminium plate (machined

(‘ES11{.~\ units are equipped with the front—end amplifier cards.
radius and thus unimportant for the luminosity measurement. Once positioned on the plate, the
is shadowed by the 1.5 mm of silicon extending beyond the pad. This shadowing is constant with
detector is centered between the pad edge and the guard ring. The edge of the underlying detector
difference minimizes azimuthal variations (see sect. 7.2). The overlap with the neighboring silicon

The ('ESIKA detectors overlap at alternate depths around the (2}-10 plate; a 0.20 mm depth

20°C. including the expansion of the ceramic supports and silicon detectors.
This gives an increase of the inner diameter of (9 zh 3),um with respect to the measurements at
pair of G—10 and W-plates was measured and found to be isotropic. with cw : (8.0i0.3)·1()"$/°C_
used for the measurements of the reference holes. The thermal expansion coefficient of t he bonded
found that the in situ operating temperature is 8°(" higher (typically 2$°(` j;0.3°(` r.m.s.) than was
the azimuthal position of the holes agreed to within i0.01° with the design. Subsequently. it was
a computerized scanning table The values were entered into a database for analysis purposes;

The coordinates of all the alignment holes were measured at 20°(` with a precision of Bam using



effects. The net effect is removed from the data by calibration. The noise also depends upon the OCR Output
detectors. The implimentation of the chip was arranged to partially counterbalance these two
additional channel to channel variation is present due to the radial (',,,, dependence of the silicon
typically within a full range of 27. Since the amplifier gain depends upon (Ti,). —0.3-5% /pF. an
gain of individual channels increases linearly due to the internal layout from channel I to I6,
residual non-linearity are made using a parabolic parametrization fit to the output signals. The

The amplifier response is linear within 1% over the full dynamic range. (-`orrections to the

individual channels.

via 2 pf? (externally calibrated) capacitors. with MOS command signals to allow selection of
all 16 channels. and (3) the addition of a.n internal calibration circuit permitting charge injection
7.1). (2) the addition of a fast-OR (in PRESET mode). where the output is the analog average of
ionizing particle". where I Mip in the 300pm thick silicon detector gives 2 22Ke“’s. ref. sect.
application were: (I) the extension of the dynamic range to 1000 Mip for each channel ("Minimum

The principal modifications in the AMPLEX ASIC which were required for the calorimetry

at LEP. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 9.
summarized in Table 2. Its radiation tolerance. up to about 250 Krad. is largely sufficient for use
upgrades. is called the ANIPLEX-SICAL [10. 11). The chip specifications and performance are
the present version. adapted for calorimetry purposes and including the trigger and calibration
the CMOS AMPLEX chip developed by CERN for the UA2 experiments silicon track detector;
for triggering purposes, an internal calibration circuit and digital readout switches. It is based on
azimuth. The ASIC includes preamplifiers, shaping amplifiers, track-and—hold circuits, a fast-OR
of 16—channel "Application Specific Integrated Circuits” (ASIC), each serving half of a crystal in
The charges collected from the individual pads of each silicon detector are integrated using a pair

5.1 Charge amplifiers

5 Electronics and readout

sides.

to define a tight fiducial cut. Only the thermal effect is considered to be coherent between both
overall error is reduced by combining two independent selections using either endcap calorimeter
are reduced by 1/v/2, since two layers are used together for the fiducial selection. Finally the
measurement in the 16 (Q`ESII{A units in azimuth per layer. The minimodule errors. (5) ?il1(l (6),
to individual silicon detector units. (I). and (3) in Table 1. are reduced by the luminosity
to measurements of ay for G-10 plates. described previously). It assumes that the errors related
summarized in Table 1. A total radial uncertainty of 9,um is found (18pm given in was prior

Tl1e various sources of the uncertainty on the silicon detectors absolute mean radius are

positions within firm;.
to maintain a constant temperature within j:0.ZS°C`. thereby keeping the silicon detector radial
power dissipation is T0\V per half-module. \\'ater cooling (temperature stabilized) is sufficient

Internal mechanical stability depends upon the thermal stability of the detector. The total

survey positions within a mesaurement precision of l00;im.
field. The :—positions of both calorimeters over the 5 m distance are stable with respect to the



level digitizers. l·`astl>us FGS-15 Nll'X—.·\D(.`. designed for the .~\LEPl{ electromagnetic calorimeter OCR Output
lihe analog signals from the front·end electronics are digitized with multiplexed input l2 bit voltage

5.2 MUX—ADC’s and sequencer

crate level. and at the trigger Fastbus crate level for the trigger signals.
(.`ommon grounding to the experiment is made for data outputs at the NIUX-.~\D(_` Fastbus

send a second output to the trigger electronics.
of the multiplexed analog to digital converter (NlliX—.~\D(`. described in the next section). and (2)
perform two functions: (l) shift the output levels by +2 V to match the input range (-0.4 to 4.6V)
30m 25-pair shielded cables. Level adaptors. at the barracks. receive the differential outputs and

The differential output front-end signals are buffered and sent to the electronics barracks via

cards output signals.
shielding was added to reduce cross-talk between the AMPLEX command signals and neighboring
Partially shielded flat cables (25 pin) connects the front-end cards to the motherboard. where the
the output data to 24—channel daughter data—cards (each serving 12 layers at the same azimuth).
command signals from the sequencer to all amplex cards via a daughter command-card. and routes

The motherboard installed at the back·plane of each half—calorimeter adapts and distributes

internal and external calibration.

signals from the motherboard and uses 4 analog switches to control the charge injection for both
the amplex input signals and a common injection line for 8 inputs. The card receives command
rapid checkout of the complete chain is included on the card using capacitive coupling between
current. Typical power consumption is 400mW per card. An external calibration permitting
the bias voltage for the crystal, and includes a protective l00[x'f2 resistor to measure the reverse
an ll.25° 0-slice. The card distributes power for the chips (decoupled from the power supplies).
kapton foil (ref. Figure 5) to the pads of a single crystal; each chip serves the 16 channels of

The AMPLEX chips are mounted by pairs on front—end cards which are D(Q' coupled via the

operation where beam bunch separations from 200 to 500ns are considered.
LEP data (shown in Figure l0a). This behavior has been studied in the light of LEP bunch-train
cross—talk for late HOLD values can be seen for full showers summed over manv channels from
cross—talk for adjacent pads and for a more distant pad on the same crystal. The effect of positive
can be modified by the detector capacitances and adjacent pad coupling. Figure 10b shows the
induces a - l .6% cross—talk (250ns HOLD delay) over the other outputs. via the chip substrate. This
over l0 ms. insignificant over the acquisition time scale. A signal ou a single channel typically
.·\l\IPLEX chip. The analog buffering of the shaped signals ensures a signal drop < l.·lD(' count
is obtained by maximizing the output signal when injecting l V on two channels (I3 and —l) of the
after beam crossing. In calibration mode. the same hold timing with respect to charge injection
is obtained for the total energy seen in both calorirneters with coincidence triggers, typically 250ns
Figure l0a. The hold timing in the acquisition mode is adjusted so that the maximum pulse height
cotmt for the complete electronic chain. The output depends upon the HOLD timing. as shown in
which amounts to 2 0.2 Klip for the silicon detectors used. This gives an overall noise < l .·\ D(`

Equivalent Nozise ('hrirge : $00e` + (I}Sr`/pF ;< (i'4»zlPFl

detector capacitance:



the event buffer. The procedure is optimized to reduce t he event readout time. which. at low 1 rigger OCR Output
reads the digit ized zero·suppressed information from the _-\1)(` modules and puts the raw data into
The producer initializes the DAQ (loads the sequencer program and the thresholds into the .»\1)(`s).

Readout functions are defined as Z} independent tasks: producer. reformatter and consumer.

((`(i`(`) 1*6821f and segment interconnect (S1) are required.
the AD(`s. and an Aleph EB GSSSF. used as Fastbus master. ln addition. a crate clustering card
sect. 6). The readout crate contains 16 1*6845 NTLYX ADC`s. one 1*6846 MUX Sequencer to drive
reads out the front—end electronics and the other implements the trigger decision (described in

T11e detector`s DAQ is based on the Fastbus standard. Two 1·`astbus crates are used: one

information in the event buffer of the STCAL Event Builder (EB). operating under OS-?).
the other sub-detectors into a single event. The event building process accesses t11e formatted
system where the luminosity event information is combined with the information coming from
system as for any of the other sub—detectors. This follows the treelike architecture of the existing
products (for example) at small angles, the readout is included in the general data-acquisition
event collection, and in order to use the added acceptance provided by the calorimeter for Z decay
In order to ensure a common dead time between the luminosity measurement and the hadronic

5.3 Data-acquisition

module daughter command—cards.
sequencer board distributes the ECL differential command signals to the four half-calorimeter
conforms to the trigger protocol convention used for the various DAQ configurations. An auxiliary
the calibration pulses to the front-end electronics for detector checkout and calibration. lt also
ln addition. it sends the command signals in both acquisition and calibration modes, as well as
to synchronize the readout and multiplexing of the front—end electronics with the MUX-ADCs.

The Fastbus 1*6846 NILTX-SEQ module is a programmable sequencer with an S MHZ clock used

of the whole calorimeter is performed in 200;zsec.
structure. internal to the Nl1'X—ADC. comes from the original ECA1. application. Zero—suppression
pads of a triplet are read out if one of them is above 4 ADC counts (2 20.1[elv'). The triplet
bins in subsequent layers) are compared against their corresponding reference thresholds; all three
a substantial reduction of the readout volume. Triplets of pad energies (same radial and azimuthal

A fast hardware "2ero suppression" algorithm is implemented in the MUX—ADCs which permits

initialization sequence, takes 2 1 msec for the calorimeter.
1 fast—OR signal to be digitized serially. Altogether the total conversion time. including front-end
ADC signal conversion time is 6.875 psec. where each ANIPLEX provides 16 pad signals and
for this application. Inputs to these chips are multiplexed serially by a factor 8. The individual

Although each MUX-A DC module contains 12 ADC chips processing in para11el.on1y 6 are used

slightly reduced by the pedestal values: typically 2 300 ADC counts out of 4095 (full range).
is never saturated for electromagnetic showers from a Bhabha event. The full dynamic range is
The full range of the level adapted output signals was chosen large enough such that the AD(`
tors. where the signals from the level adapters arrive via a data board on the auxilary backplane.
motherboard (described above). corresponding to all 12 layers of four azimuthal consecutive sec
SEQ. Each MIYX-ADC receives the information from 2 daughter data—cards on the ca1orimeter`s
(ECA L). The readout and multiplexing is synchronized with a programmable sequencer, 1\‘IUX—



l0 OCR Output

endcap. and a single Total sum card. The fast-OR analog signals from each endcap are transniitted
The trigger system is built using two dedicated liastbus cards: the MIXER sum cards, S per

6.1 Trigger electronics

(il sectors are used including both endcaps.
shown in Figure ll. Since the trigger signals are summed over ODD or EVEN layers. altogether
used: "Road l" and "Road 2`°. rotated in azimuth by a half—octant with respect to each other. as
showers overlapping a border between two octants. two separate trigger sector sub-divisions are
sectors (octants). corresponding to two silicon crystals. were chosen. ln order to properly handle

Each trigger sector is designed to contain the full energy deposit of an r", c+ or a 7. thus ·15°

allowing enough statistical precision for the background estimate.
It is substantially downscaled (ref. Table to reduce its impact on the experiment’s dead time,
off-momentum beam particle spectrum, used to estimate the contamination to Bhabha scattering.

The very low threshold single—arm trigger (typically 2 9GeV) provides information on the

coincidence trigger efliciency.
The very high threshold (typically 2 39Gel/`) single-arm trigger is used to cross-check the

(5)(·t~lf$LZ" · BZEE) + (/$$52 · BFJLZ") OR(A23 · 82*52) + (-iii?). · BFJQZ")) (

(4)ti dd Q » s » (·~li§l.’i · Biigh) + (dirt,). · BELL.) OR(»~li$St" · BEM) + (-iii}; · Bil.,)dd dd dd dd) (

(Aim, · Bhggh) -l- (Ahigh · Blow), is ELI} of TOl1I` COIlClll1lOf1SZ
less stringent threshold, Brow or Aim, (typically 2 12Gel/), in the other endcap. The coincidence,
(typically 2 24Gel”) in endcap calorimeter A or B respectively, with a similar deposit above a
beam particles. lt demands the coincidence of a "localized" high energy deposit, Ahigh or 8,,,9,,
events while giving good rejection of background from accidental coincidences of off—momentum

The double-arm coincidence trigger is required to be 100% efhcient for Bhabha scattering

trigger (decision within about Spsrc). thereby respecting the readout protocols.
own trigger system. The final luminosity trigger logical levels are sent to the general Level-1
contrast to the other sub—detectors. the SICAL triggers are fully formed within the sub—detector`s
pad energies within ·15° azimuthal segments. Trigger characteristics are summarized in Table I}. In
redundant. independant triggers derived separately from the odd or even planes by summing the
single-arm trigger(S(i'.~\L—LO). In order to measure the efficiency. each trigger type is formed using
ger (SCAL-NIED). a very—high threshold single—arm trigger (SCAL-lll] and a very—low threshold
Three trigger types are required for the luminosity measurement: a double—arm coincidence trig·

6 Trigger

raw data after reformatting.

data stream. The average SICYXL event size for Bhabha events (typically l20 hits) is 5 Kbytes.
consisting of several banks containing calorimeter hits and trigger information to be sent to the

The reformatter performs the pedestal subtraction of the data and prepares a formatted event
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Typical rates for a LEP luminosity of (l - lU3lcm`2.s"l) are shown in Table Zi. These depend

noise of a single sector. due essentially to the front-end electronics. is typically l (}e\'.
is 4% for the six (odd/even) planes. which is small compared to the calorimeter resolution. The
linear fit is made for each trigger sector for every LEP fill. The resolution of the trigger electronics
compared against the \lliX-ADC energies read out for the same events. as shown in Figure 13. A
The trigger energies are calibrated using Bhabha events from the data. The trigger total sums are

6.2 Trigger calibration, rates, and performance

sum card respects the general protocol.
This avoids programming Hxed delays into the trigger electronics and guarantees that the Total
signals remain high until a level-I decision (YES/NO) is made. at which point the signals drop.

The card "handshakes" with the main trigger supervisor in data acquisition mode: all trigger

each of which can be separately downscaled.
three SICA L triggers: very low (SCAL·LO), coincidence (SCATKMED). and very high (SCAL—Hl),
readout from the card for analysis purposes. At the main trigger these 6 are OR.`ed to generate the
generated from the 12 conditions described above and sent to the main trigger. they can also be
together in a single XTLINX on a Fastbus Total sum card. The 6 basic triggers (ref. Table 3) are

Total sum card. The trigger masks from the Mixer sum cards of both endcaps are ORed

on a single card are pre—OR`ed and the result is sent to the Total sum card.

olds described above in the fifth XILINX on the Mixer sum card. The four diseriminator masks
Finally, the pedestal—subtracted sector sum is compared against the four programmable thresh

sector sum of 50 ADC counts.
a dynamic range of 256 ADC counts. with an overflow bit. A 45 Ge\' shower typically gives a
during pedestal runs are subtracted from the final sum in each XILINX. The total sector sum has
sum for the trigger sector it represents (Road 1 or 2. odd/even). The remaining offsets measured
form intermediate sums with the signals digitized on the card. Then each XILINX forms a total
steps in order to share the information from adjacent sectors. First. the four XILTNX on each card

Once the input signals have been digitized, the Mixer cards form trigger sector sums in two

the case of noisy channels. individual tiash—ADC`s may be disconnected via Fastbus.
beam crossing. Only the 5 highest bits are used for the sums (the lowest 2 serve for testing). ln
digitization timing is defined by a command from the Total sum card derived from the Gated
The input signals are converted with AC-coupled 7-bit (25 MHZ) flash—ADC`s [I3) (48/card). The
of four adjacent trigger sectors (Road 1 or Road 2). AC coupled inputs avoids large DC—offsets.
shown in Figure l2. Each card`s primary inputs serve either the first or last 3 odd/even layers

MIXER sum cards. A block diagram of the mixer. based upon 5 XILINX gate arrays. is

decisions is about l.5,u.sec, where all but about 250nsec is in cable delavs.
trigger decisions are sent as ECL signals to the main trigger. The total time needed to make these
are used throughout the system to make and manipulate the digital sums. The final SICAL
triggers are constructed on the Total sum card. Field programmable gate arrays (XILINX [12))
l6 sector sums for a single endcap and parity (odd/even). The final double-arm and single—arm
sectors as described above. A group of—1 Mixer sum cards forms a summing network to prepare the
AD(i"s. and then form independent Road l and Road 2 digital sums for the odd and even plane
to the trigger system via the level adapters. The MIXER sum cards digitize the signals with flash
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in front of the silicon. with 2 ’l.5.\'U behind to keep backscattering effects constant, .-\ scintillator
beam centered on it. il`hc— shower profiles were determined by varying the thickness of tungsten
tungsten prototype with a single silicon detector was used. reading out only one pad with the
sect. 5.1) measurements were made of the largest single pad response to electron showers. .·\
ln order to define the design parameters for the calorimeter version of the ANIPLEX .»\Sl(` (ref.

7.1 Single pad MIP and maximum response

kept on to ensure the detector`s temperature stability.
are set to zero during LEP beam injection and adjustments. The front—end amplifier voltages are
loss, lead to a. conservative running procedure. whereby the silicon detector reverse bias voltages
cured by cycling the low voltage. The first appearance of the effect. in coincidence with a beam
f 300md/year. Two AMPLEX cards out of the 384 have occasionally become noisy. typically
over two years` running. Clearly, estimated radiation levels at the detector faces have been low,
during the running periods. Furthermore, noise levels, as indicated by pedestal studies. are stable
sign of radiation damage in the two and a half year`s running. No loss of channels has occured

Concerning the operation at LEP, it should be remarked that the detector has shown no clear

1993 at LEP.

LEP data. The detector`s uniformity and stability are shown using the data collected in 1992 and
described, and compared with LEP data. Full shower developement in the detector is shown using
and a silicon-strip tracker, to determine the energy sharing asymmetry at the pad boundary are
in the LEP running. The essential measurements, performed with a final detector prototype
of air-gap separation at the silicon layers give some insight into azimuthal variations observed
calorimeter`s linearity to sufficient precision. Test beam studies of shower response as a function
for the AMPLEX redesign. The linearity of the amplifier over the range covered, ensures the
the final design silicon pads as a function of shower depth and incident beam energies, necessary
complete detector. We describe here the test beam measurements of the peak charge collected on
only allowed for prototype tests of critical performance aspects with at most only a. partially
using Bhabha events collected at LEP; this was important since the tight construction schedule
Most of the <letector’s performance requirements for luminosity measurement can be evaluated

7 Performance studies

of their OR used in the final trigger is completely neglible.
efficiencies give very tight limits on their relative inefficiency: < 10"*. and the overall inefficiency
coincidence trigger is fully efficient. 100%. above 20 GeV. The odd versus even layer trigger
conditions. The efficiency turn-on is clearly visible above the low threshold at l2 (1eV. The
very high single—arm trigger, where events from Bhabha scattering should satisfy both trigger

The coincidence efficiency is shown in Figure 14 versus the energy in the arm opposite to the

background of the LEP beam at ALEPH during that period.
sample show a accidental double-arm coincidence contamination of T · 10`*. underlining the low
conditions shown). Background studies using the very low single—arm triggers from the 1993 data
satisfy the coincidence condition, therefore their exlusive rate is typically low (120mHz for the
both on luminosity and background conditions. Clearly the very high single—arm triggers generally
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are based upon radial energy sharing between adjacent pads. The radial energy asymmetry .-1,. is
ltadial fiducial selections of events in the calorimeter. essential to the luminosity measurement.

7.4 Radial energy asymmetry versus depth

incident radius.

its energy over the full depth in S0 to 100 pads (Em.) 2 l0.lIcl') depending inversely upon the
with the expected Hi;. .—\ typical 15 (ie\` electromagnetic shower within this volume deposits
(2 05% of the energy) extends from the third radial bin from the calorimeter edge. consistent
for LEP data centered (a) on a pad boundary. (b) on a pad center. lfssentially full containment
tion for a single aziinuthal padwidth at a depth of SXU (shower maximum) is shown in Figure 17
Shower containment defines the detectors useful fiducial volume. The radial transverse distribu

7.3 Radial transverse energy distribution

assumed to result from the combined effect.
opposed. A 4% shift of the total energy between alternate silicon detectors, observed at LEP, is
plate thickness is staggered in azimuth to permit the overlap of the detectors, the two effects are
tungsten plate is also expected in the G—l0 plate supporting the detectors (14]. Since the support
as the space increases. the absorption of backscattered shower constituents from the following

ln addition to the absorption of soft electrons in the air gap, reducing the signal in the silicon

showing a -5%/mm loss.
tungsten. followed by TXU. The results for an incident 50 GeV electron beam are shown in Fig. 16,
tungsten in front of it. a study was made using a single detector element placed behind 5XU of
investigate the sensitivity of the response to variations of the air gap between the layer and the
The silicon detectors in the final detector are alternately overlapping in azimuth. ln order to

7.2 Single pad response versus Si-W separation

shower fluctuations. and variation of pad size.
at shower maximum was 2250fC. .—\ limit charge of 3.SpC was conservatively chosen to allow for
limit for the AXIPLEX was determined using the 100 GeV data: the peak charge on a single pad
where { is the thickness in XU. Tl1e points are the results for Bhabha events at LEP. The design

Q : qUt"c_h1.
function of the form;

shower depth in figure 15b. The continuous curve is the best fit to the test beam data with a
Gaussian was htted to the peak of the response curve. The most probable value is shown versus
with the final detector. Figure 15a shows the energy distribution at ti.5.\'U. As an estimator. a
the comparison between tl1e test beam results in a 50 (let electron beam and data taken at LEP
beams of 35. $0. T0 and 100 (1eV were used to study the longitudinal profile. Figure 15 shows
energy deposit in the Z$00)nrn thick fully depleted silicon detectors gives 1.lHP E Z}.0fC'. lrilectron
niuons. Xleasurements with T0 GeV muons defined the energy deposit for MIP; the most probable
telescope defined the incident particles. and a lm thick iron absorber followed by a. counter tagged
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dispersion will be reduced by the large number of measurements in azimuth ( 2 >< S12 pads).
stability of the asymmetry measurement (til,.) is § 1%. The linal luminosity precision from this
at depths of ti to R Xt, would have a radial precision of f 20pm for a. single pair of pads if the

This study shows that an acceptance cut based upon asymmetry selections from samplings

N0 cm upstream.

solenoid`s 1.5 Tesla B—fie1<1 shows the same effect. due to preshowering in the beam pipe T0 to
is wider for the LEP data compared to the test beam; an ECS simulation including the ALEPH
these between layers enters in the extrapolations. The (c/A/dr)‘l slope in the first layer (2 XO)
to 25,llHZ)) due to pad curvature are not taken into account here since only the differences in
information to extract the slope versus layer shown in Figure 19. Small radial corrections (()( 10
adjacent layers for t.he same showers are fitted against each other using the extrapolated position
from this position and the beam 1P. using the known geometry of the layers. The asymmetries in
4 and 5). obtained by requiring that .4, ——> 0 for that layer. The extrapolated centroid is determined
GeV) are selected if the centroid in one of the adjacent layers is near the radial pad boundary (pads
detector to constrain the extrapolated shower centroid. Energetic showers (mean energy of 44.9
in front of the luminositv calorimeter at LEP. we have used the "non—projective" geometry of the

Also shown on Figure 19 are asymmetry slopes for LEP data. Since there is no tracking detector

increase with depth as expected.
plotted versus shower depth for single pads. The increase of shower width causes (dA./dr)`1 to
shown in Fig. 19, where the inverse of the fitted slope, (del./dr)"'. at the pad radial boundary is

The results for fully contained showers near the boundary between radial pads 4 and 5 are

track position.

measurement point. The precision of the pad geometry was used to cross check the extrapolated
r.m.s. in .r and y. which accepted tracks crossing two pad boundaries of the prototype at the same
40.\'0 behind the prototype to remove muons, The beam spot at the calorimeter face was 12 mm
(500/(/Ehmz. A scintillator telescope defined the latch timing. and a veto counter was placed
y, with staggered planes such that the effective resolution for a track in four .r or y planes was
the prototype. The strip detectors were arranged as a telescope. two groups for .r and two for
(2 1nm strips) adapted from the NA14 silicon active target [15]. positioned 30 cm upstream of
beam. The incident electron trajectory was defined using 16 >< 20(`H22 silicon strip detectors
measurements were performed for four silicon sampling layers, with an incident 50 GeV electron
3) was used to measure the rl.4,/dr slope at the pad boundary as a. function of shower depth. The

A second test beam prototype. with a hnal design silicon sampling layer (minimodule. ref. sect.

Bhabha selection outlined in sect. T.T) and 5.4. = 1/2(5E/E). the cel1—to-cell energy uncertainty.
wherefis a geometrical factor depending upon the inner and outer fiducial cut radii (fzl.24 for the

(T)= ((cI,4,/dr)`l<).-lr9 5;;
dependence of this asymmetry at the fiducial boundary. and is given by the formula:
near the pad boundary. The luminosity systematic uncertainty JL;/E depends upon the radial
in the adjacent padwidth outside the region. Figure 18 sl1ows the typical .1,. variation with radius
where /5,,,) is the energy inside a radial padwidth within the fiducial region and EMU, is the energy

F + F . 4lYl *¤JHY
(6)rlr I

Em - Esta
defined bv:
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remaining otf—mo1neutum beam background without severly cutting away the radiative lihabha
cut based upon the two cluster`s azimutlial difference. li'>0° { At;) { 2l|)°. is used to remove the
for each event to reduce the sensitivity to displacements of the luminous region. .-\n acoplanarity
previously. are used to define the accepted cross-section. The tight and loose cuts are alternated
the opposite within a "loose—acceptance") based upon the energy sharing asymmetry described
the off-momentum background. Radial fiducial cuts (one cluster within a "tight—acceptance". and
scatterings. Figure 22 shows the typically clean separation obtained between the Bhabha peak and
\/I (2 55 (}e\' at the peak) to remove the off-momentum beam background from the Bhabha
energy 2 14% of the beam energy (2 20 (le\' at the Z peak). lheir sum must exceed 60*27 of
incidence triggered events by requiring at least one reconstructed cluster in each endcap with an

The Bhabha scatterings (typical event shown in Figure 21) are selected from luminosity co

bv A [.121211 during the same runs.

luminosity measurement is shown in a comparison with the number of hadronic Z decays collected
to show the detector`s efficiency to remove the off-momentum background. The stability of the
measurement is given elsewhere [2]; in this section the selection procedure is outlined and used
A description of the luminosity analysis of the 1992 data and the systematic uncertainty in the

7.7 Luminosity measurement

:m%)JE.
resolution of —l.9(7i~ for fully contained 45 GeV electromagnetic showers (LEP data); og/E :
silicon detector response due to the different air—gap and support thicknesses, yields an energy

Applying the calibration constants, and accounting for the observed 4% shifts in alternate

below 0.7%. thereby reducing the number of constants for the 12288 channels from 36864 to 3856.
fit over 5 injected levels) and relative interchannel slope per chip are sufficient to yield residuals
of each AMPLEX is measured by individually pulsing all channels. The average gain (parabolic
AMPLEX chips (re. sect. 5.1), found to be stable over a year`s running. Periodically the response
The uncalibrated detector uniformity is 2 33.8%. most of which is due to tl1e dispersions of the

7.6 Energy uniformity and resolution

was permanently removed on the A-side to allow installation of the silicon vertex detector.
wall thickness. A beam-pipe support ring (0.12XO thick) can be seen only on the B—side. since it
B-side calorimeters. The increase with angle agrees well with the measured beam vacuum-pipe

liigure 20b shows the relative mean shower depth versus polar angle for both the .·\—side and

used to study the variation of material with incident angle.
support rings (2 12% Xo). The Bhablia event longitudinal shower profile shown in Figure 20a is
fiducial cut) down to 34% X0 at 48 mrad (outer fiducal cut), excepting locally for two beam—pipe
(SAMBA 2 2‘/( X0). The total thickness traversed varies smoothly from 54% X0 at 28 mrad (inner
aluminum beam—pipe at small angles (24 to 58 mrad) and then pass through a background monitor
to understand the distribution of upstream material. lintering particles must first traverse the
The advantages of fine segmentation of shower information can be seen in the calorimeter`s use

7.5 Longitudinal profile and upstream material
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are underway to reduce this error [171 to between 0.09 and 0.16%.
of the Bhabha scattering cross-section evaluated by Nlonte (`arlo generators [16]. although efforts
detector described here. This is substantially better than the current theoretical 0.25% uncertainty
along the beam-axis between the two calorimeters. yielding somewhat better than 5 >< 10"`1 for the
absolute radial position of the silicon pads used for the fiducial selection and the absolute distance
The ultimate limit of the absolute luminosity measurement is defined by the knowledge of the
allowed more refined systematic studies. which should give an experimental precision f 0.1%.

collected in 1993. 6.4 >< 106 luminosity events. has confimed the reliability of the detector and
of 0.15% limited by the statistics of the Monte Carlo simulation. (lonsiderably more data
collected during the two month running period in 1992 gave an estimated experimental precision
adapted to the goals fixed for the luminosity measurement; analysis of 0.71 >< 109 Bhabha events
Since its installation in September 1992. the silicon-tungsten calorimeter has shown itself well

8 Conclusions

The ratio is constant within the statistical precision of the points.
ratio of Bhabhas (background subtracted) to TP(i`-selected hadrons is plotted versus till number.

.~\ cross—check of the stability of the luminosity selection can be seen in Figure 24 where the
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liable 2: Specifications ofthe _»\\lPl,l·iX~Sl(`.»\l. inultiplexerl cliarge amplifier.

l’on·er consumption 200 n1\\`/chip
Internal calibration capacitors 2 pl? ($0.3% within chip)
Fast-OR linearity range 500 MIP

(`onnnancl signals (ECL) (]LO(.`l{, PRESET. (`1{.—\NNEL SELECT

(Yross talk (depends upon IIOLD timing) -1.6 to -2.2*%
Gain spread 5:1%

Resolution ;l:1 NIIP

Linearitv 1% (full range)
Peaking time 250 ns

Nlaximum allowed input current 400 n.~\/channel
Output voltage swing 5.6 V

Equivalent noise charge (Cdg, = 50 pF) 0.5 fC (0.13 MIP)
Pull dynamic range 3.8 pC (1000 MIP)

16Number of input channels
Chip technology 3pm CMOS

fiducial selection.

were used in the 1992 luminosity analysis Total uncertainty is defined with respect to the final
Table 1: Summary of silicon detector absolute radial uncertainties. Values in parenthesis ( )

0 pm (18 pm)Total uncertainty of mean radius

8 [H7?(S) LED sensors calibration uncertainty
(T) llalf—calorimeter separation LED precisions 5 {im

si pm(6) Support rod hole position on G10 support
10 pm(5) Support rod and hole tolerance
3 rim (16 pm)(4) G10 support thermal distortion eftects
0 pm(PS) .·\lignment hole position on G10 support

(2) Alignment pin, CESIKA and G10 hole tolerances 5 nm
(1) Silicon pad relative to (`ESIKA alignment hole 0 pm
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of lD3l(`ITI—2$—l. Typical very high single—arrn exclusive rate is 120 1nHz.
Table Sl: Luminosity triggers. Inclusive rates (downscaled) are given for a typical LEP luminosity

my [0,, (beam background)
Amy {W Very low single-arm 2 9GeV (very low) 2500 50 mHz

Bum, H,-gh (trigger efficiency)

1 HzAmy high Very high single·arm 2 39GeV (very high) 2

(.·l)O,U · Bhlgh) (Bhabha coincidence) 2 l2GeV (low)

2 Hz(Amh · BIO.,) Double-arm 2 24GeV (high)

Factor C : l03l
Description Tl1reshol<l(s) Down scale Rate
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support platvs.
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[`HHY <`t)llt&lill<‘<l in at least one.
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Figure ll: 'l`1·igg<~1· segmentation: each trigger sector is »15° wide. Two subdivisions. "Road I"
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Figure 12: Trigger mixer card block diagram. Four XILINX programmable gate arrays are used
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111<¤as111·<·111<·111s. Points are 45 (le\' Bhabha <·v<~r1ts1al<e11 at LICP.

able value versnis depth. smooth curve (without points) is a lit to BU G<—\' <" test beam prototype
distribution of deposited charge at 6.5XO, Gaussian fit gives most probable value: (b) Most prob
Figure 13: (`harge (K`) deposited in a single pad (shower (`<‘Ill‘<‘I`P(l) versus shower depth: (a)
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